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f((A I h n.s o er t e past my memory strays,' I recall certain 

reminiscences oja past generation ... which may possess 

same interest to readers ... and, therejore, I will record 

them, without delay, as my own generation is nearly past, 

and the one prior to that, entirely gone, and soon there will 

be no one either to tell or to listen with interest." 

From "Some Reminiscences of the Warminster Society" ( 1914) 

by MARY W EARLY 

"The Negro is lashed to death, alas! to sugar your tea." 

From "England and France" (1806) 

by ESAIAS TEGNER 

"I sacrificed a tear on the altar oj human ity." 

From "Resa ifrån Stockholm genom Danmark" (1811-15) 

by CARL BERNHARD WADSTRÖM 
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From the Preface to Observations on the 

Slave Trade (17 89) 

CARL BERNHARD W ADSTRÖM 

ANIMATED WITH A desire of defending the cause of suffering human
ity . . . having been so fortunately situated, as to be enabled fully to 

inform myself of the nature of the slave trade ... would I were endowed 

with powers to represent in colours sufficiently striking, the frightful 
picture I have formed to myself, of the above-mentioned traffick, and 

thereby to prove, that these detestable markets for human flesh, consti

tute the last stage of all false principles; the greatest of all abuses; the 

inversion of all order; and originate solely in that corrupted system of 
commerce, which pervades every civilized nation at this day .... This 

detestable abuse may be considered as proceeding from a degenerate 

love of dominion, and of possessing the property of others; which, instead 

of diffusing the genial influence ofbenevolence and liberty, produces, in 
their state of inversion, all the horrors of tyranny and slavery .... 

I am not only ready to devote my own person in this cause, hut also 
to excite all those in whose breast there still remains a spark of human

ity, to unite with prudence and activity, to accomplish this grand work, 

which has for its end the extermination of every evil and false princi

ple, preparing the way for the reception of Goodness and Truth, in every 
human society .. .. pleading at the bar ofhuman sensibility, in favour of 
the most oppressed nations in the universe .... 

In exposing to the world the atrocious acts committed in that part 

of the glo be to which I have been eye-witness, it is not improbable, that 
both the nations and individuals who have countenanced them, may 

lX 



Knowledge, Silence, and Denial: The 

Late-eighteenth-century Debate on 
Slavery and Colonialism in Sweden 

FREDRIK THOMASSON, UppJ'afa UniverJ'ity, Department 
oj Hutory 

THE FIRST LINE of a 1797 review of the Swedish translation of Thomas 

Clarkson's (1760-1846) abolitionist tract An Essay on the Slavery and 

Commerce oj the Human Species (1786) states: "Here is another impor

tant subject, generally less related to the advantageous conditions of our 

countryi however it will not therefore lack the warm compassion of the 

philosopher and friend of humanity:'1 

The reviewer, court poet Carl Gustaf af Leopold, seems oblivious to 
the fact that since 17851 Sweden itself was a slaveholding nation. Swed

ish merchants were trading slaves, albeit on a small scale, and Swedish 

officials at the Caribbean colony of Saint Barthelemy had in the decade 

prior put in place a draconian justice system that governed the island's 

black population, both enslaved and free. Nonetheless, Leopold was cer
tainly aware of the debate on slavery and the slave trade, and he joined 

Clarkson in his condemnation of this sordid business. 

Leopold's remark highlights the main question of this essay: how 

were slavery and colonialism discussed in Sweden during the second 
half of the eighteenth century? It also reminds us of how Sweden has 

been silent about its own colonial ventures and participation in the 

Atlantic slavery system-a silence that to a certain extent is still with us. 

While Carl Bernhard Wadström (1746-99) made a significant con
tribution to the international abolitionist movement, he was also a great 
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promoter of colonization. My students sometimes have difficulty under

standing how these two seemingly contradictory convictions could be 
part of the same worldview. Wadström studied and began his career in 
Sweden at a time when both slavery and colonization were being dis

cussed. He was of course not alone in either his distaste for slavery or 

his enthusiasm for colonization. Most well-known among his fellow 
abolitionist Swedes was the botanist and physician Anders Sparrman 
(1748-1820 ), who not only criticized slavery but also early in his career 

advocated for Sweden to colonize parts of Australia. 
My aim is to show that Swedes like Wadström and Sparrman were 

participating in a debate that had already been highly prevalent in Swe
den. While their joining with the abolitionists, arguably one of the earli

est transnational political movements, attested to their position on these 

issues, many of their opinions were probably already formed before they 

left Sweden.2 

I do not intend, however, to make any detailed comparisons 

between the international debate on slavery and the Swedish debate in 

particular, as this would entail a study of much greater scope. I do hope 
to be able to publish a book-length study on that subject in the future. 

Since the recent literature on abolition is vast, this essay offers only a 
brief account of the debate in Sweden during Wadström's lifespan, situ

ating him and other Swedish abolitionists in their Swedish context. 

Colonial Propaganda 
Sweden never became an important overseas colonial power, but this 
was not for lack of ambition. The most prominent result of its colonial 

ambitions was New Sweden (1638- 55), which was its attempt to gain a 

territory in the Americas. The Swedish colony, located in today's Penn

sylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey, was a brief interlude in the battle 
between the more successful colonial powers, Britain and the Nether

lands. The Swedish Africa Company's fort at Cabo Corso, located in 

today's Ghana, was an even briefer episode (165os-6os) .
3 

Notwithstanding these experiences, a range of more or less realis-

tic plans were discussed and investigated all throughout the eighteenth 
century. Among the more fantastic projects were the establishments of 
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Swedish colonies at M d . today's Venezuela.4 a agascar and m the Orinoco delta, located in 

Swedish merchants and statesmen were in . . 
neighboring Denmark' spired by, for mstance, 

h C 
. s more successful ventures in both Af . d 

t e anbbean. The rise of the Atla t. nca an n IC sugar economy d · d t b 
served and s d. h I no go uno -
. ' we IS governmental economic disc . 
mcreasingly mercantilist 0 f h . ourse was turmng 
colonial interest was to f. dne o t e mam professed aims of this new 
ing made his earl ca l~ new ma~kets for Swedish products. Hav-

aware of such ec:Uo~:::~7n~: S~edish mining sector, Wadström was 
among a plethora of ood g. In a 1768 trade manual, for example, 
Swedish mercha d. g I s, slaves were described as a potential form of 

n ISe. t was underlined that h Af . 
for purposes ofboth . 1 suc ncans were used 

agncu ture and mining. 

These African peoples are bought by Frenchmen E i· h 
Dutch p ' ng IS men 

men, ortuguese and Danes on the G . ' 
are used b th E . umea coast. . .. They 

h 
y e uropeans m their mines and on their plantaf . 

t e Americas. 6 10ns m 

One of the reasons for s d ' Years' W . we ens 1757-62 participation in the Seven 
ar was to gam a foothold in the Caribbea . h. . 

was to acquire the island Tobago but Swedi h ~'. tl IS tlme, the plan 

~~:~:;:ic:~ try to obt,in moral ;,h., Crribb:m :~~=~~,::~u;~~ 
The colonial discourse can be followed . t t 

of which is an undated d ( m s a e papers, an example 
. ocument most probably from around ) 

proposmg that a colony be established in Af . Th 1780 
a detailed budget which t t h nca. e proposal contains 

thousand Swedish riksda~e: ::~ t~oouustanofd the total sum of twenty-five 
h ' were set apart f, th 

c ase of 250 slaves. This was J·ustified in the roll . or e pur-11 owmgway: 

As the climate does t . no perm1t Europeans to be used for hard wo k 
'": tho low miti>l numbornf thom ;, only ,ufficiont foc gu"'ling' ' 
an superv1s10n, it is necessary to purchase at least 250 negro slaves. 7 

This shows that th h f 1 cles promoting Sw:dPI.ushrc alse ~ s.aves was nota foreign idea in the cir-
co omzat10n. 
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Colonization propaganda was also printed. Ulrik Nordenskiöld's 

(1750-1810) Treatise on the Benefits oj Commerce and Colonization in the 

Indies and Africa for Sweden, which he published anonymously in 17761 
8 

strongly argues on behalf of Swedish colonies, containing budgets and 
plans for such enterprises. It is clear that Nordenskiöld knew the inter

national literature on the subject. In 17781 Anders Sparrman, who trav

eled with James Cook ( 1728-79) around the world in the first part of the 
177os1 proposed in print that apart of New Holland's (Australia) south

west coast should be claimed by Sweden; as "it is still unseen by Flag 

officers . . . [and] an altogether unknown part of our globe ... which I 
especially would like to see ... named after Swedish places and M.-ece

nases:' 9 Another example of the promoting of colonization was Johan 

Henric Kellgren's (1751-95) anonymously published Proposal: On the 

Founding oj Colonies in the Indies and on the African Coast ( 1784), which 
contains an enthusiastic program for Swedish overseas ventures.10 

Wadström's own account, Observations on the Slave Trade (1789 ), 
was informed by his voyage to Africa. Published in Swedish in 1791,11 

the first half of the tract is indeed a critique against slavery and the slave 

trade, while the second half is an exhortation for establishing African 

agricultural colonies. How Swedish readers perceived this message is 
hard to reconstruct, but it is not impossible that Wadström was fore

most considered a promoter of colonization. It should also be noted that 
Wadström and his fellow Swedes' publications in English reached some 

Swedish readers as well. Of the 284 names in the list of subscribers to 

Wadström's An Essay on Colonization ( 1794- 95), more than 130 of them 
are Swedish.12 

Later commentators, including historians, have had problems in 

taking Swedish colonial ambitions seriously. Indeed, some of the Swed

ish projects do appear bizarre in their disregard ofboth geographic and 
political realities. Nonetheless, the small Antillean island Saint Barthe

lemy was acquired from France in 1784 in exchange for French trading 

rights in Sweden. It may well also be possible that pre-revolutionary 
France considered advantageous the presence of a friendly Swedish 

island in the highly volatile Caribbean archipelago. 13 This is not the right 

context to discuss the history of the acquisition, suffice it to underline 

that the preceding decades' debate indicates that Swedish government 
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circles and the upper echelons of societ h 
and showed a great deal f d y ad an abundant interest in 
Sweden took possession :f ~~ep_arle nd~ss for overseas colonial ventures. 

e is an m March 1785 b . h 
entrant in the quest for C "bh 1 . , ecommg t e last 
ays not included) Th· Ian ean co omes (the United States's later for-

. Is a so made Sw d I h 
first time, since serfdom h b e en a s ave olding nation for the 
lost its grip on peasants ! umhanl ondage of ancient date, Iargely had 

smce t e ate Middle Ages. 

The Dehate in the Newspapers 

While colonization was being romoted . 
merchants, and statesmen th p . a_nd d1scussed by Iitterateurs, 
. , ere was a v1v1d debat . 
issue in the Swedish n 14 e gomg on over this 

ewspapers. In 1781 one f th . I' 
newspapers- Stockholms Posten- bieakI , . o e capita s main 

Y pred1cted the following: 
Yet there are countries on earth to be d" d 
. h iscovere Yet th 

nc es to be stolen, counties to plunder, heads to ·b~ ~a tize~e are 
throats to strangle, blood to shed. 15 p 1 

In 1782, the culprits were specified in anoth 
er newspaper. 

cii:::~:, !~g~~~::;,k~;:~::~~: ::~:~~en c_all the~selv~s 
gruesome state [ of slavery ], and trade them as d~:~r:~:~ss~ th1s 

In 1786, yet another newspaper added . 
nales to the critique. econom1c and demographic ratio-

It is: shame for the enlightened world that slave trade is still 

c~n ucte~ by peoples of the Christian faith. This trade hinders th 
sc1ences, mdustry and population increase.17 e 

There was great interest in Sweden for h . 
and opinions were mostl th . . t e fledglmg United States, 

Y en us1astic. The p · 
unconditional, though· several h . _ra1se was not always 

crepancy between its ~onstitut::: :~ ~~ ~ot fail to point out the dis 
here means bythe term 1· . dl . IC IS probabJy what the Writer 

re zgzon, an its practice of slavery: 

Yet . th· 
hu~~at:~ :om~nt, the~e is no country where humanity is more 

anm Amen ca, Mr. Franklin's native land. A friend of 
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. ust either close his eyes or shudder at a country, where 
humamty m . . 1 . that all humans are brothers, 
contrary to its rehg1on that proc aims . h h dred humans 

Y
ou can at every plantation see seven to e1g t un b f the 

. d d nted as mem ers o 
reduced to servitude, and m ee ' cou 

animal kingdom.18 

. the mainstream opinion in the Swed
The above quotations summar~ze h . at that time: colonialism 
. debate concernmg t ese issues . . 1 
ish newspaper . d 1 .t fve business· hypocntica 

k a sord1d an exp 01 a 1 ' 
and slavery ma e up . . 1 . and these practices are not even 
"Christians" treat slaves like ammas, . 

h f commerce and population. 
conducive to the growt o . d onl the Stockholm newspa-

This discours~ was :i~~::~:::e;~he c:uelty of Caribbean slave-
pers. Gothenburg JOUrll h t 1.thstanding their brutal 

d h 1 · ed slaves w o, no w 
owners, an t ey eu og1z d e of J·ustice 19 In a story 

d h · dignity an sens · 
treatment, preserve t eir h C "bbean island Saint Chris-

t dly set ont e an 
retelling an event purpor e h bl 1 by the name of Quazy 

( 
. ) . 6 one suc no e s ave 

topher St. Kitts m 175 ' f ht with his owner-
had been wrongly accused of theft.hDut~ing ha. s1gmaster Qµazy com-
. d f . d ther than ur mg i ' 

a childhoo nen - ra le of how such stories 
20 Th · t · 1 is also an examp 

mitted suicide. is ar ic e . h d 1 dy been published in the 
d . h Atl tic world; it a a rea 

circulate m t e an . h f om the British press origi-
. 88 nd might ave come r 

United States m 17 a d d deal of their international 
21 d. h papers gathere a goo 

nally. Swe is news . Sometimes a source is 
news and information from.f~re1gn nNewsptahpee;:~s it would certainly be 

f th f me it is not. ever ' 
given, but mo st o . e i f 1 ber of the Swedish articles in 

h · ins 0 a arge num 
possible to trace t e ong h . urces of foreign news in 

. . h d G rman press, t e mam so 
French, Bntis ' an e . 1 . th Swedish press that pro-
Sweden. And while there were artic es m. e iew on slavery, even the 
moted commerce and took a more sangume v 1 . . that 

h 
f these articles felt the need to justify slavery by c aimmg 

aut ors o . 1 "Y, .t is through commerce .. · 
1 h ns of surv1va : es, 1 

it gave s aves t e mea . k . China and the despondent 
that we can fe ed the porcelam wor er m . "22 

1 · · the West Ind1es. 
slave at the sugar p antat1on m . 1 t in a chronological devel-

I do not et have enough matena to ascer a um-

opment of w~at was p~blished, bu~ it is cer~a~~~~h:~:s1~~~:~:~es~ This 
ber of articles concernmg slavery mcrease g 
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might have been a function of the growing foreign abolitionist material, 

especially in the British press. It should also be emphasized that the dis

tinction made here between newspapers and books is a highly fluid one. 
Manynewspapers and journals were short-lived, as the commercial con

ditions were difficult on the restricted Swedish market. In addition to 

economic problems, especially during the late 178os and the early 179os1 

censorship and political circumstances made continuous publishing a 
challenge. ( See "Reporting about Saint Barthelemy" on page 411 below.) 

Travelogues and Literature 

The second half of the eighteenth century saw an international boom 
in the publication of travel books and descriptions of foreign lands. 

Almost all books concerning Africa and the Americas in some way 

mentioned or described slavery. A number of Swedish authors also 
endeavored to satisfy the readers' curiosity. Pehr Kalm (1716- 79)1 one 

of Linnaeus's so-called apostles, visited North America from 1748 to 

1751. His comprehensive travel account (1751-63) included detailed 

descriptions of the conditions of slaves in British America. 23 Anders 

Sparrman spent almost two years in the Cape Colony in the 177os. He 
traveled inland and experienced the almost warlike conditions on the 

edges of the Dutch colony. The first volume of Sparrman's account of 

his travels in Africa and around the world was published in 1783. He 

was highly critical of how the black populations were treated, of slav

ery, and of the slave trade. 24 Botanist and physician Carl Peter Thun

berg (1743- 1828)1 another Linnaean, spent three years in the Cape 

Colony in the 177os. He also described how the black population was 
treated; hut contrary to Sparrman, he saw colonialism and slavery as 

a fact, and he was considerably less sympathetic about the Africans' 

plights. 25 Kalm's, Sparrman's, and Thunberg's books were immediately 

translated into several languages. In An Essay on the Slavery and Com

merce oj the Human Species, Clarkson cited Sparrman's account of how 

the Dutch colonists hunted Hottentots to enslave them, 26 which goes 

to show how quickly knowledge circulated at that time. 

Slavery and its terrors were also touched upon in songs and popular 
literature. The following rhymed example is taken from a travel account 

by a ship chaplain who visited the Cape Colony on route to China: 
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"Should we, as slaves, be shipped to an unknown isle, away from home

land, girland friend, no please, let us rather die !" 
27 

Other scientists who traveled overseas saw the effects of slavery and 

commented upon it in texts that were predominately directed toward a 

learned audience. Botanist Olof Swartz ( 1760-1818), who traveled to the 

West Indies in the 178os, made important contributions to the study of 

the Caribbean flora. But Swartz also wrote about the conditions of the 

slaves on the islands he visited, and he did not mince words when he 

criticized slaveowners, referring to them as barbarians and executioners. 
One of the examples he gave was the following account of an execution, 

although it seems improbable that he actually had witnessed the scene: 

A Negro that had killed his master was executed at Cavaillon at St. 

Domingue. His thumbs were cut off, and he was put on the 
breaking wheel without shedding a tear. You could only hear him 
saying: "When I murdered my master, it was bad for him: now I 

have to die for his sake, which is bad for me:' 
28 

Similar stories were repeated by other Swedish writers, who had not 

themselves traveled or witnessed atrocities in the Caribbean but instead 

had picked them up in the foreign literature that reached Sweden. Jöran 

Fredriksson Silfverhjelm (1762-1819) 1 for example, made the following 

observation: 

If a Negro kills one of the whites, for whatever reason, he is burned 

alive; but if a white kills his slave, this misdeed is atoned for by an 

insignificant fine, which is seldom collected. 
29 

A surprising amount of travel literature was translated into Swed

ish, especially in the last two decades of the century. A great number 

of the international successes were promptly published in Sweden, 

often in abridged versions. The strong presence of travelogues in late

eighteenth-century circulating libraries attests to the popularity of the 

genre at that time. These types ofbooks, as well as novels and biogra

phies, were considered to be part of the "lighter" reading material. 
30 

Sometimes, reviews of travelogues were scathing in their critique of 

the circumstances that foreign writers described. A passage in the Swed
ish edition of Mungo Park's (1771-1806) Travels in the Interior Districts 
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oj Africa led to an irate comment by a . h h , rev1ewer w 0 cond d h 
aut or s compatriots who traded in slaves and hum . e3ml ne t e F m~~ 

orewords were a common lace . . . . 
h( orror of the descriptions in the ~ransl:~e~I~:~~m~n~ o: u;~~rlinde th~ 

i721-87) book on the M . . . . . . . en orps oravian m1ss10n on the D · h C .b 
islands was translated twice into S d' h . am~ an bean 
(1784), the editor cited a Swed· h. ~e IS . In t~e first abndged version 
. IS m1ormant- Just backt h 
Icas-to prove that Olde d ' d . . rom t e Amer-n orp s escnpt10ns were not exaggerated: 

~ Swe~ish. officer who had served with distinction in the entire sea 
ampaign m the most recent war in the West lnd' t Id h h d ies o me t at he 
a seen a French Officer in Martini . 

crushed the sk 11 f que who while playing billiards 
u o a negro boyw'th h' . . 

slight mistak . th ki I is cue stICk JUSt because of a 
e m e mar ng. The ne r 11 d 

said coldly· J fi h. 32 g 
0 

co apse ' and the officer 
. can pay ar im. 

Swe~e f:~g~:~:::0i:0::t~:r f;r~word offer insight into just what a 
Öd ( ou s avery around the year i8oo Samuel 

~a(nn 1750-1829 ), the translator and abridger ofJohn G b ·. 1 S d 
mans 

174 
) . a ne te -

4-97 narrative on the Maroon wars in S . . 
how accessible knowiedge about slavery . S durma~, underlmed was m we en durmg that time: 

Th~ translator imagines that most readers will find the cruelt' 
agamst ~urinam's slaves given account for here exaggerated a;:inst 
nature, impos~ible. But he cannot support such a consolin ' 
thought .. The mformation he has on the manner which th; Dutch 
and Enghsh treat their slaves in the West Indi . . does . es pamts a p1cture that 

. not m any sense make these unfortunate beings' fate in 
Sunnam unbelievable. 33 

While a list of quotations such as these could be mad 
the above selection gives an idea of th h t . 1 . e very long, 
employed. The books in Swed' h h e r e. onca strategies that were 
trade were critical. IS t at ment10ned slavery and the slave 

Slavery on the Stage and in Poetry 

Wh'l d atte~:;:a ;~g ~~:oug~ news~ape~s in search of the above material, my 
wn o an a vert1sement for a play that was staged at 
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one of Stockholms theatres. Entitled The West Indies Traveler,, ar Vir
tue's Reward [Westindiefararen, eller Dygdens BelöningL with the author 

given as Herr Björn (i.e., the playwright Didrik Gabriel Björn [1757-
1810 ]), the play was an adaptation of Louis-Sebastien Mercier's (1740-

1814) I}Habitant de la Guadeloupe, which was first staged in Paris in 1186 
and premiered in Stockholm in 1791. I immediately started to peruse 

bibliographies and Swedish theatre history. Plays with slavery either as 

a central theme or in some way touched upon turned out to be common 
on Swedish stages, and several of them were successes. Westindiefara
ren was performed more than 110 times. Other plays included abolition

ist dramas, such as August von Kotzebue's (1761-1819) Die Negersklaven 
[Neger-slafvarneL which premiered in 1796. In the foreword to his play, 
Kotzebue underlined that many events had been omitted from the per
formance in order to spare the audience. Such cruelties would be too 
gruesome to portray on the stage, but in the printed version, he was 

truthful in his depiction of the slaves' terrible fate. 
34 

Some plays were set in the Orient, and the slavery depicted was thus 

Ottoman, or Oriental. But this did not stop the playwrights from refer

ring to issues of the Atlantic world as well. Sebastien-Roch Nicolas de 
Chamfort's (1741-94) LeMarchand de Smyrne [Slafhandlaren i Smirna] 
was first staged in Stockholm in 17751 exactly a year after its Parisian pre

miere. Significantly, the Swedish translation of the title underlined that 
the goods traded were slaves. In the play, when the slave trader Kaled is 

criticized by a French prisoner for selling him as a slave, Kaled retorts: 

"But what do you mean? Do you not sell negroes? I sell you for the same 
reason .... Is it not all the same? The only difference consists in that 

they are black, and that you are white:' 3S 
We have little information about the theatrical performances, but 

judging from some of the preserved role lists, black characters were 

played by white Swedish actors, as using white actors only was the rule 

in European theatre at that time. Similarly, there is scant information 
on how these exotic settings were represented on the stage. Fascinat

ingly, the 1793 "pantomime-ballet" Mirza and Lindor,, which was set in 
the newly acquired Swedish colony ("The scene is the island St. Barthe

lemY:' 36), included several slaves on its ro le list. Swedish slaves were thus 

represented on Stockholm stages for at least some productions. 
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declared a free port, granting merchants the freedom to come to trade at 

the island. Both this and other royal ordinances were read in churches; 

and as a result, especially poor peasants from the Finnish part of Sweden 

started to inquire about the possibility of moving there. A rumor about 

a possible future in the Swedish colony started to circulate. So to stymie 

these rumors, another royal proclamation was issued, this time prohibit

ing moving to Saint Barthelemy without royal permission. 
This episode roade it clear that the dissemination of information 

about the new colony could have unforeseen consequences. Censorship 

had become progressively stricter <luring Gustav's reign; and though 

there is no tangible proof that news either from or about Saint Barthe

lemy had been censored, there are many examples of self-censorship by 

writers, journalists, and editors <luring these years.
40 

It appears highly 

likely that any Swedish litterateur would have known that writing about 

the colony might displease the king or a member of his entourage. The 

public opinion was, as shown above, critical of slavery; and the many 

nobles and important merchants who were shareholders in the Swed

ish West In dia Company were aware of this fact. The company was insti

tuted in 1786, and one of its professed goals was to trade slaves using 

Saint Barthelemy as a transit harbor. The king encouraged merchants 

to join this lucrative commerce. In An Essay on Colonization) Wadström 

succinctly summarizes not only his own interests but also those of both 

his colleagues and royalty: "But the truth is, that the King loved gold, my 

worthy companions loved natural science, and I loved colonization:' 
41 

Silence is difficult to interpret; however, the fact remains that after 

the flurry of publications celebrating the acquisition, there was very lit

tle news arriving from Saint Barthelemy. A brief period of freedom of 

the press followed the assassination of the king in 17921 but censorship 

was again introduced in 1794. The 179os was a tumultuous decade in 

Swedish politics; and while the international campaign against the slave 

trade grew in intensity, it seems that the implicit prohibition on writing 

about Swedish involvement was observed. In 17931 news from France 

was restricted; and in 1794
1 

it was prohibited to report on anything con

cerning the United States or French constitutions. The political report

ing only restarted in earnest in 18091 when the Swedish constitution 

went through radical change and a modicum of freedom of the press 
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Ödmann, the translator of Stedman's work, did when he commented 

upon the terrible fate of the slaves in Surinam. 

Conclusion 

During the late eighteenth century, due to the relatively high Swedish lit
eracy rate, readers of newspapers-and sometimes books-were more 

common in Stockholm than they were in many other European towns 
and cities. The reading public there at that time could easily inform itself 

about both the cruelty and the economic significance of slavery and col

onization. In addition to this group, we may add the theatre audiences, 
who albeit in a different and often less direct way, were introduced to 

same of the facets of slavery, both Atlantic and Oriental. 

This demographic consists only of those who had access to 
sources in Swedish. The Swedish upper classes, where knowledge of 

German and French was common, could also become informed by 

reading the international literature on the subject. An example of this 

is French writer Abbe Raynal's (1713-96) famous colonial history, 
which although eventually banned in Sweden was nevertheless widely 

read. 44 While knowledge of English was less common, it was increas

ing <luring the period. 
People like Wadström and Sparrman, for example, would have 

had ample opportunity before leaving Sweden to inform themselves 

about slavery and the situation facing black populations in Africa and 

the Americas. I have provided examples only from 1750 onward; but 
of course previous literature, such as geographic manuals, earlier trav

elogues, and so forth, was also available to the capital's educated 

inhabitants. 

While the opinions voiced in the majority of newspaper articles and 
other writings were predominately against slavery, this critique never 

seems to have been addressed in conjunction with the fact that Sweden 

had its own slave colony. Censorship and the protection of political and 
commercial interests are certainly part of the explanation for this silence. 

Even more intriguing is how this silence remained the state of affairs at 

least until the debate on the Swedish abolition of slavery started in the 
184os, but that goes beyond the scope of this essay. 
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